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Abstract
A lot of modern ground-based and space systems, such as navigation satel-
lites, electric power grids, and telecommunication frameworks, can be af-
fected by the changes in the near-Earth space environment, i.e., space
weather. The main driver of the space weather is the Sun, which provides a
supersonic flow of plasma, known as the solar wind. Coronal mass ejections
(CMEs) are the most prominent feature of solar activity. They result from
the eruptions on the Sun and propagate almost radially from it embedded
into the solar wind. CMEs drive the strongest disturbances of the near-
Earth space environment and cause the strongest geomagnetic storms when
they encounter the magnetosphere of the Earth. A significant fraction of
CMEs exhibit a specific configuration of twisted magnetic field lines, i.e.,
the flux rope configuration. The geoﬀectiveness of flux rope CMEs depends
on their internal magnetic structure, morphological properties, speed, and
the geometry of their propagation through the interplanetary space.
In this thesis, the internal structure of flux rope CMEs and their three-
dimensional evolution in the interplanetary space were investigated using
the combination of white-light and extreme ultraviolet observations and in-
situ measurements and modeling. The results of the analysis show that a
typical flux rope CME consists of regions of physically diﬀerent plasma with
the flux rope occupying one of them. The methodology for studying the
evolution of the individual flux rope in three-dimensional space is described.
The presented technique is used to show that solar flux ropes experience
significant deflections and rotations during their propagation from the Sun
to the Earth’s orbit that have to be taken into account for reliable space
weather forecasting. These structures deflect predominantly towards the
solar equatorial plane and their rotations are aﬀected by the solar wind
streams. It is discovered that 40% of the flux rope evolution happens after
30 solar radii.
Flux-rope-like structures can also form in the magnetosphere during the
periods of geomagnetic disturbances. They are generated in the magneto-
tail configurations with multiple reconnection sites and travel towards the
i
Earth or away from it. Both types of these helical magnetic structures are
addressed in this thesis as well. It is demonstrated that the properties of
these structures help to get insight into the dynamics of the magnetosphere.
The model of evolution of earthward-traveling flux ropes is presented, ac-
cording to which they deteriorate and degrade into dipolarization fronts,
another magnetic field configuration that is characteristic for geomagnetic
disturbances.
This thesis contributes both to the improvement of the flux rope anal-
ysis techniques as well as conducts a comprehensive analysis of solar and
magnetospheric flux ropes and their evolution. The results of the research
advance our understanding of the Sun–Earth coupling in one dynamical
process and can be used for improving the space weather forecasting tools.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The term space weather came to usage in the 1990s when political awareness
of the eﬀect of the near-Earth space environment on a large fraction of com-
mercial and military systems increased. According to the definition given
by the Space Studies Board of the National Academy of Sciences of USA in
1997, space weather describes the conditions in space that aﬀect Earth and
its technological systems. Our space weather is a consequence of the behav-
ior of the Sun, the nature of Earth’s magnetic field and atmosphere, and
our location in the solar system, i.e., space weather is the response of our
space environment to the constantly changing Sun. Space weather nowa-
days has a huge socioeconomic impact on our way of life. Perturbations
of the near-Earth space environment can cause spacecraft malfunctions
and even modify their orbits, which often results in loss of spacecraft and
thus cause substantial economical expenses. In fact, the damage of space
systems such as Global Positioning System (GPS) and Wide Area Augmen-
tation System (WAAS) can even threaten our lives since the modern flight
control frameworks rely largely on spacecraft data. Magnetospheric storms
driven by solar activity can damage ground-based electric systems as well.
In rare cases the damage was known to result in blackouts in entire cities.
For the manned space flights the knowledge of space weather is essential,
as well, since without proper safety measures humans can be exposed to
extremely high levels of radiation during peaks of solar activity. That being
said, space weather forecasting has become an important branch of space
research.
To be able to predict space weather one should know how its main
driver, the Sun, works. One of the most prominent manifestations of so-
lar activity, and thus a strong driver for space weather, are coronal mass
ejections (CMEs). CMEs are massive bursts of plasma and magnetic field
from the Sun into the interplanetary space. The heliospheric counterparts
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of CMEs are known as interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs). At
the core of the most ICMEs helical magnetic structures were registered, flux
ropes. During the propagation of flux ropes through interplanetary space
they interact with the background solar wind and other magnetic struc-
tures therein. Such interactions change the morphological properties of flux
ropes and can modify the direction of their propagation. The evolution of
flux-rope properties change their potential ability to cause geomagnetic dis-
turbances, i.e., geomagnetic storms, and thus change their geoeﬀectiveness.
Geoeﬀective CMEs are the cause of the strongest geomagnetic storms.
Flux ropes can be observed not only in the solar wind but in the Earth’s
magnetosphere too and they have paramount importance on how energy
is transported in the magnetospheric tail. During the geomagnetic storms
flux ropes can be generated due to multiple reconnection sites in the mag-
netotail. Then flux ropes are either carried away from the Earth or dragged
towards the Earth and deteriorated. They play an important role in mag-
netospheric storm dynamics and are a possible explanation for bursty bulk
flows (BBFs) and dipolarization fronts (DFs) observed in the magnetotail
during geomagnetic disturbances.
1.1 Goals and challenge
The challenge faced in this thesis is to develop proper analysis techniques
and study the flux ropes in space plasmas and their dynamics both in the
solar wind and Earth’s magnetosphere. The main goals of the study can
be outlined as following:
• Analysis of the erupted solar flux ropes measured in situ at 1 astro-
nomical unit (AU) using flux-rope models and reconstruction tech-
niques. The flux ropes can get perturbed by the background solar
wind they are propagating through. Flux ropes traveling faster or
slower than ambient solar wind experience drag; structured solar wind
aﬀects the morphology of flux ropes; interaction with other magnetic
structures in the solar wind can also perturb flux ropes. Thus, a
technique suitable for studying distorted flux ropes is a necessity.
• Comparison of white-light and in-situ observations of CMEs and asso-
ciated ICMEs, respectively, to improve our understanding of internal
structure and properties of ICMEs. White-light observations show
that CMEs are complex multipart structures. Using in-situ measure-
ments it is possible to study the properties of plasma and magnetic
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field in diﬀerent parts of ICMEs and learn how they change during
the propagation from the Sun to 1 AU.
• Development of the technique for studying three-dimensional evolu-
tion of individual solar flux ropes from the Sun to 1 AU and analysis
of selected events. Interaction of flux ropes with the background so-
lar wind and magnetic structures therein influences the geometrical
properties of flux ropes causing deflections and rotations. Flux rope
evolution directly aﬀects its geoeﬀectiveness.
• Analysis of magnetospheric flux ropes that are generated in the mag-
netotail due to multiple reconnection points and travel towards and
away from the Earth. Studying the deterioration of magnetospheric
flux ropes traveling earthwards as a possible explanation for DFs ob-
served within BBFs.
1.2 Thesis structure
The contents of the thesis are composed of two parts: the introduction and
the original research articles referred to as Papers I–VI. The articles were
published in peer reviewed journals and have not been included in prior
theses. The articles included in the thesis are the following:
Paper I (Isavnin et al., 2011)
A. Isavnin, E.K.J. Kilpua, H.E.J. Koskinen. Grad-Shafranov reconstruc-
tion of magnetic clouds: overview and improvements. Solar Physics, 273:
205–219, 2011. doi: 10.1007/s11207-011-9845-z.
Summary: A number of improvements to the Grad-Shafranov tech-
nique were introduced. The technique was used to reconstruct several ex-
ample magnetic clouds (MCs) registered by STEREO, Wind and ACE
spacecraft at 1 AU during the minimum following Solar Cycle 23. It was
demonstrated that the analysis gives reasonable results not only for ideal
localized MCs but also for the non-trivial cases of MCs embedded in or fol-
lowed by fast solar wind. The limitations of the technique were discussed.
The author’s contribution: Produced the ideas for improvement
of Grad-Shafranov reconstruction technique, developed the code, analyzed
several example events using the developed code, presented the results of
the study in international conferences, produced the figures, wrote the
manuscript with the help of co-authors.
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Paper II (Kilpua et al., 2013)
E.K.J. Kilpua, A. Isavnin, A. Vourlidas, H.E.J. Koskinen, L. Rodriguez.
On the relationship between interplanetary coronal mass ejections and mag-
netic clouds. Annales Geophysicae, 31: 1251–1265, 2013. doi: 10.5194/angeo-
31-1251-2013.
Summary: A number of MC events between 1996 and 2009 reported
in existing ICME/MC catalogs (Wind magnetic cloud list and the Richard-
son and Cane ICME list) using near-Earth observations by ACE and Wind
spacecraft. A systematic comparison of cases where ICME and MC signa-
tures coincided and where ICME signatures extended significantly beyond
the MC boundaries was conducted. The events with significant mismatch
in MC and ICME boundary times were embedded in a faster solar wind
and the majority of them were observed close to the solar maximum. The
analysis shows that the sheath, the MC and the regions of ICME-related
plasma in front and behind the MC have diﬀerent magnetic field, plasma
and charge state characteristics, thus suggesting that these regions separate
already close to the Sun.
The author’s contribution: Performed Grad-Shafranov reconstruc-
tion for the events selected for the study, produced some of the figures used
in the article, helped writing the manuscript.
Paper III (Isavnin et al., 2013)
A. Isavnin, A. Vourlidas, E.K.J. Kilpua. Three-dimensional evolution of
erupted flux ropes from the Sun (2 − 20 R⊙) to 1 AU. Solar Physics.
Topical Issue: Flux-rope structure of coronal mass ejections, 284: 203–215.
doi: 10.1007/s11207-012-0214-3.
Summary: In this paper, a technique for studying the change of orien-
tation of erupted solar flux ropes from ≈ 20 R⊙ to 1 AU is presented. The
technique is used to study 15 magnetic clouds observed during the mini-
mum following Solar Cycle 23 and the rise of Solar Cycle 24. The results
of the analysis confirm earlier studies showing that the flux ropes tend to
deflect towards the solar equatorial plane. An evidence of rotation of the
flux ropes on their travel from the Sun to 1 AU is also presented.
The author’s contribution: Carried forward modeling of selected
events under supervision of Dr. Vourlidas in Naval Research Laboratory
(NRL), came up with the method for estimating flux-rope orientation at
1 AU and used it for the analysis of the events, presented the results in
international conferences, produced the figures, wrote the manuscript with
the help of co-authors.
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Paper IV (Isavnin et al., 2014)
A. Isavnin, A. Vourlidas, E.K.J. Kilpua. Three-dimensional evolution of
flux rope CMEs and its relation to the local orientation of the heliospheric
current sheet. Solar Physics, 289: 2141–2156. doi: 10.1007/s11207-013-
0468-4.
Summary: In this paper, we continue to study the evolution of erupted
solar flux ropes and further develop the technique first introduced in Pa-
per III. We analyse 14 coronal mass ejections registered during the de-
cay of Solar Cycle 23 and rise of Solar Cycle 24. First, we estimate the
three-dimensional orientations of flux ropes close to the Sun using extreme
ultraviolet observations of post-eruption arcades and/or eruptive promi-
nences. Then we reconstruct multiviewpoint coronagraph observations of
the same structures from ≈ 2 to 30 R⊙ with a three-dimensional geo-
metric representation of a flux rope to determine its geometrical param-
eters. Finally, we propagate the flux rope from ≈ 30 R⊙ to 1 AU through
magnetohydrodynamics-simulated background solar wind while using in-
situ measurements at 1 AU of the associated magnetic cloud as a constraint
for the propagation technique. This methodology allows us to estimate the
flux-rope orientation all the way from the Sun to 1 AU. We compare the
flux-rope orientation to the local orientation of the heliospheric current
sheet (HCS). We find that slow flux ropes tend to get aligned with the
streams of slow solar wind in the inner heliosphere. During the solar-cycle
minimum the slow solar wind channel, as well as the HCS, usually occupy
the area in the vicinity of the solar equatorial plane, which in past led re-
searchers to the hypothesis that flux ropes get aligned with the HCS. Our
results show that exclusions from this rule are explained by kinematic inter-
action with the background solar wind, which dominates over the magnetic
interaction with the HCS in the inner heliosphere at least during solar-
minimum conditions.
The author’s contribution: Performed the analysis of extreme ultra-
violet (EUV) images under supervision of Dr. Vourlidas in NRL, performed
flux-rope tracing for selected events, presented the results in international
conferences, produced the figures, wrote the manuscript with the help of
co-authors.
Paper V (Hietala et al., 2014)
H. Hietala, J.P. Eastwood, A. Isavnin. A chain of tilted flux ropes in the
Earth’s magnetotail: orientations from observations and modeling. Plasma
Physics. Topical Issue: Controlled fusion.
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Summary: A novel combination of two-spacecraft timing and Grad-
Shafranov reconstruction (GSR) is used in this paper to study the global
and local orientations of six flux ropes traveling anti-earthwards and reg-
istered by two ARTEMIS spacecraft. All flux ropes were tilted in the
XGSM–YGSM plane so that the dusk-end (YGSM > 0) was leading, suggest-
ing that the secondary instability grew along the X-line in the direction of
the electron current (−YGSM ). The first five events had a tilt between −14◦
and −26◦, consistent with sub-ion scale current-sheet thickness. Based on
the GSR normals their shape became increasingly complex over a period
of ≈ 300 gyroperiods. The sixth event had a larger tilt, larger core field
and larger cross-section. Taking into account the change in the solar wind
input and the start of the recovery phase of a substorm, this event may
correspond to the creation of a new X-line or significant disruption of the
existing X-line.
The author’s contribution: Performed Grad-Shafranov reconstruc-
tion of the helical structures traveling anti-earthward, participated in the
discussion of the results, helped writing the manuscript.
Paper VI (Vogiatzis et al., 2014)
I.I. Vogiatzis, A. Isavnin, Q.-G. Zong, E.T. Sarris, A.M. Tian, Q. Lu. Dipo-
larization fronts in the near-Earth space and substorm dynamics. Submit-
ted.
Summary: Flux ropes and dipolarization fronts are observed in the
Earth’s magnetotail during substorm activity and are typically treated as
independent structures. In this paper we study several flux ropes and dipo-
larization fronts traveling earthwards and registered by THEMIS space-
craft. We present a model of flux rope deterioration, according to which
flux ropes get peeled oﬀ due to reconnection while traveling towards the
Earth and thus turn into dipolarization fronts.
The author’s contribution: Performed Grad-Shafranov reconstruc-
tion of the helical structures traveling earthwards, participated in the dis-
cussion of the results, presented the results in international conferences,
helped writing the manuscript.
The author has also contributed to the article by Andreeova et al. (2013)
which is referred to in this thesis but not included in it.
Chapter 2
Flux ropes in space plasmas
A magnetic flux rope is an idealized configuration of magnetic field which
can be characterized by the following properties: local cylindrical geometry;
helical magnetic-field lines with zero twist in the core of the flux rope and
increasing with the distance from the axis (Figure 2.1); maximum magnetic-
field strength along the axis of the flux rope. Flux-rope-like structures
can be found in laboratory experiments, e.g., in controlled fusion reactors,
known as tokamaks, as well as in diﬀerent configurations of space plasmas.
However, the properties of these structures deviate from the theoretical
model.
This chapter briefly summarizes the history of discovery and major
properties of two specific configurations of space plasma where magnetic
flux ropes were identified and studied, i.e., solar flux ropes and magneto-
spheric flux ropes. Analytical tools for studying these structures are also
outlined.
Figure 2.1: A schematic representation of the interior structure of a flux
rope. The arrows show the magnetic-field lines. Note that the magnetic
field in the core of a flux rope is mostly axial while it is mostly poloidal on
the outer boundary of a flux rope. Adapted from Russell (1999).
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2.1 Solar flux ropes
Figure 2.2: A first image of a pro-
totypical three-part CME observed
by SMM on 18 August 1980. Three
compound parts are the bright
loop followed by the dark cavity
and the bright core. Courtesy of
HAO/SMM C/P project team &
NASA.
Figure 2.3: A halo CME ob-
served with COR2 coronagraph
on board STEREO-B spacecraft
on 5 March 2013. Courtesy of
STEREO/SECCHI project team &
NASA.
In the early 20th century it was noticed by Maunder (1904) that strong
geomagnetic storms are typically associated with large sunspots near the
center of the visible solar disk. Later Newton (1943) also confirmed an
association between large solar flares and geomagnetic storms. The idea
of corpuscular radiation from the Sun, i.e., continuous solar wind, was put
forward in 1930s and was directly proved by the analysis of the orientation
of comet tails by Biermann (1951). In 1971 the first image of coronal tran-
sient embedded into solar wind was acquired (Tousey, 1973) using corona-
graph (occulted telescope) onboard Orbiting Solar Observatory 7 (OSO-7;
Koomen et al., 1975). The first prototypical three-part CME was observed
(Figure 2.2; Illing and Hundhausen, 1985) on 18 August 1980 by Solar
Maximum Mission (SMM; MacQueen et al., 1980). In a three-part CME
the front loop is followed by a dark cavity of low density and a bright core.
A halo CME was first observed on 27 November 1979 (Howard et al., 1982)
by the Solwind mission with instrumentation similar to that of OSO-7. A
halo CME is released towards to or away from the observer and thus pro-
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duces a halo or partial halo around the occulter disk of the coronagraph
(Figure 2.3). Later statistical studies showed that CMEs are the drivers
of strongest geomagnetic storms (Tsurutani et al., 1988; Huttunen et al.,
2002b; Zhang et al., 2007). Nowadays coronal mass ejections are observed
routinely by the SOlar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO; Domingo
et al., 1995) and the Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory (STEREO;
Kaiser et al., 2008).
Multipoint white-light observations of CMEs using coronagraphs on-
board SOHO and STEREO spacecraft provided stereoscopic views of these
structures and thus revealed three-dimensional shape of a CME. A typical
CME has a croissant-like shape (Thernisien et al., 2009) with both ends
initially attached to the Sun. This structure expands self-similarly through
the heliosphere and eventually can detach from the Sun with one or both
legs (Kumar et al., 2012).
As the ICME expands through the heliosphere it can also be observed in
situ by spacecraft that encounter it. The specific signatures which are used
for identifying these structures include magnetic field behavior (rotation,
enhancement, low variance), plasma dynamics (declining velocity profile,
proton temperature decrease, density decrease, which are all due to expan-
sion), plasma composition (e.g., enhanced α/proton ratio, elevated oxygen
and iron charge states), bidirectional suprathermal particles, presence of ion
acoustic waves, etc. (Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006). However, ICMEs
usually possess only a subset of the listed signatures and there is no single
parameter suﬃcient for ICME identification.
A particularly interesting subset of ICMEs are magnetic clouds (MCs).
Burlaga et al. (1981) defined MCs as interplanetary structures with dimen-
sions of the order of 0.25 AU, which can be identified in in-situ space-
craft observations as intervals of solar wind with magnetic field stronger
than average, smooth monotonic rotation of the magnetic field through a
large angle, low proton temperature and low plasma beta. Burlaga et al.
(1982) proposed a hypothesis that MCs are manifestations of ICMEs. Flux
rope models and reconstruction techniques can successfully reproduce MCs
which led to the suggestion that a subset of ICMEs carry flux ropes within,
which are observed in situ as MCs. However, MC-like structures are present
only in about 30 % of detected ICMEs (Gosling, 1990; Richardson and
Cane, 2010). The ratio of MCs among ICMEs was found to be dependent
on the level of solar activity (Richardson and Cane, 2004; Huttunen et al.,
2005). The remaining 70 % of ICMEs are known as ejecta. Ejecta possess
only some subset of features characteristic for MCs. These structures can
be a result of severe distortion or they represent another yet unknown type
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Figure 2.4: The basic scheme of the flux rope eruption model for CMEs.
The green arrows show indicate the directions of the plasma flows. Adapted
from Cheng et al. (2011).
of ICMEs without embedded flux ropes. Interaction of two or more CMEs
can also result to a complex ejecta (Burlaga et al., 2002). Thus, a long-
standing question of solar physics remains whether all ICMEs contain flux
ropes or not (Gopalswamy et al., 2013).
The only known mechanism of coronal mass ejection known nowadays is
the flux rope eruption (Chen, 2011). Although until recent time there was
no consensus on whether a flux rope forms during CME eruption (Forbes,
1990) or pre-exists and rises under the driving of Lorentz forces (Chen and
Garren, 1993), the majority of models agree that the erupting structure is
always a flux rope. Shibata et al. (1995) proposed the mechanism that cou-
ples together the phenomena of solar flares, flux rope eruption and coronal
mass ejection (Figure 2.4). According to this model a flux rope forms on
the Sun prior to the coronal mass ejection itself. However, until 2012 there
was no direct proof of this mechanism. Extreme UltraViolet (EUV) obser-
vations by Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO; Pesnell et al., 2012) for the
first time captured the actual formation and eruption of a flux rope from
the Sun on 19 July 2012 (Figure 2.5; Patsourakos et al., 2013). These obser-
vations prove that a flux rope forms ahead of time before the actual CME
and not in conjunction with it. However, the formation of a flux rope is a
continuous process, i.e., magnetic field reconnection happening in the flare
region may add flux to the forming flux rope (Qiu et al., 2007). The flux
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Figure 2.5: Formation of a CME on 19 July 2012 as seen by AIA instru-
ment with 131 a˚ngstro¨m filtering (left) onboard SDO and the same image
processed with wavelet filtering (right). Courtesy of NASA/SDO/Goddard
Space Flight Center.
rope was spotted using Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) instrument
with wavelength of 131 a˚ngstro¨m which corresponds to the temperature
around 10 million kelvin. The lack of such instruments in space prior to
SDO mission explains why formation of flux ropes wasn’t observed before.
Such a particularly high temperature is believed to be caused by the heating
of the corona by solar flares. After the eruption of a flux rope and during
its expansion from the Sun it cools down and thus becomes visible by the
instruments with higher wavelength filtering, e.g., 195, 284 a˚ngstro¨m. This
observation confirms the flux-rope eruption model for CMEs.
The eruption of a flux rope into interplanetary space causes the release
of a huge amount of energy due magnetic-field reconnection processes and
thus causes a solar flare. Spacecraft measurements show that a typical
CME carries 3× 1025 Wb of magnetic flux and 1013 kg of plasma material
(Gosling, 1990; Webb et al., 1994). Large X-class solar flares were found
in most cases to be associated with CMEs (Youssef, 2012). However, unas-
sociated solar flares and CMEs are known to happen as well. Robbrecht
et al. (2009) reported a CME, which did not have any clear signatures on
the solar disk. The authors suggested that the particular CME originated
high enough in the corona, so that it did not trigger any noticeable response
on the solar disk. Such events are classified as stealth CMEs. Howard and
Harrison (2013) argued that such classification does not imply that stealth
CMEs have a fundamentally diﬀerent mechanism of origination. The lack
of clear solar surface response of such events might be caused by the limi-
tations of current instruments’ sensitivity. Solar flares not associated with
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CMEs are known as confined flares. To¨ro¨k and Kliem (2005) showed that
a confined flare can be successfully described as a failed filament eruption
caused by the kink instability of a rising flux rope. The decrease of the
overlying field with height was noted as a main factor in deciding whether
the instability leads to a confined event or to a CME.
As was shown by Vourlidas et al. (2012), 41 % of registered CMEs
show the presence of helical structures within, while the absence of flux
ropes in the remaining 59 % of CMEs can be caused by the geometry of
spacecraft observations, distortion of these structures or insuﬃcient quality
of observations. This study and those mentioned earlier leave us with the
question stated by Vourlidas et al. (2012): Are there any CMEs that are not
flux-rope CMEs? The lack of consistent models for non-flux-rope CMEs,
makes it tempting to answer this question negatively (Gopalswamy et al.,
2013).
2.2 Magnetospheric flux ropes
Magnetospheric substorms are periods of enhanced energy dissipation con-
fined, for the most part, to the region of the auroral oval (Rostoker et al.,
1980). The energy for the substorms originate from the solar wind (Nishida,
1983) and is stored within the magnetosphere as excess magnetic flux in
the tail lobes. Explosive increases in auroral luminosity and enhancements
of the current in auroral electrojects are typically observed during sub-
storms. Since the auroral substorm was first described by Akasofu (1964)
numerous models of substorm triggering and development were proposed.
The model accepted by the majority of scientific community nowadays and
confirmed by observations and magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) simulations
is the Near-Earth Neutral Line (NENL; Baker et al., 1996) model. The
model suggests that at approximate tailward distance of 20–30 RE (Earth
radii) a cross-tail X-line is formed, along which reconnection between op-
positely directed magnetic field lines above and below the current sheet
happens. As a result, part of the energy stored in the magnetosphere is
released tailwards and part of energy gets dissipated in the ionosphere.
Schindler (1974) predicted tailward-traveling plasmoid-like structures
to be the mechanism to carry the excess energy away from the magneto-
sphere. Hones (1977) introduced the concept of plasmoid (Figure 2.6) as a
magnetotail response to substorm activity. The energy put into the plas-
moids returns to the solar wind. Plasmoids were supposed to be closed
loop-like magnetic field structures, or bubbles, extending to the downtail
neutral line of the magnetotail. Later observations by International Sun-
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Figure 2.6: A scheme of the plasmoid release in the magnetotail. N1 is the
reconnection site in the day part of the magnetosphere in case of southward
Bz in the solar wind, N2 is the distant neutral line and N3 is the near-Earth
neutral line. Adapted from Stern (1996).
Earth Explorer 3 (ISEE-3; Sibeck et al., 1984) and Geotail (Nishida, 1994)
missions in far tail showed that plasmoids often exhibit strong magnetic
field in the core and thus cannot be treated as isolated bubbles, but in-
stead they are open systems with helical magnetic field lines that can be
described using the concept of magnetic flux ropes (Slavin et al., 1998).
However, it is not completely clear how plasmoids evolve into flux ropes
while moving tailwards. MHD simulations show that in the presence of
the cross-tail component of the magnetic field (By) flux-rope structures are
generated but they do not develop strong core field comparable to observed
in situ. Hesse et al. (1996) suggested that core-field enhancements could
result from a heat loss from the plasmoid to the cold plasma of the low-
latitude boundary layer or the magnetosheath. Plasma pressure in the core
of the plasmoid decreases after the connection between this area and cold
magnetotail flanks is established. As a result, the core of the plasmoid col-
lapses increasing its magnetic field. Increased magnetic pressure balances
the tension forces that try to collapse the plasmoid further. It was found
that the moment of plasmoid release is associated with the beginning of
substorm activity (Slavin et al., 1998).
Tailward-moving plasmoids are essentially the result of multiple X-line
reconnection in its simplest case, i.e., a two X-line configuration: a dis-
tant neutral line, which drifts in the range of 80–140 RE tailwards, and
a near-Earth neutral line, which forms at the onset of a substorm at 20–
30 RE tailwards according to the NENL model. Other multiple X-line
configurations are possible too. Earthward-moving flux ropes have been
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also observed in the near tail (Moldwin and Hughes, 1994; Mo¨stl et al.,
2009a). Slavin et al. (2003) showed that these flux ropes are often closely
associated with earthward bursty bulk flows (BBFs) in the plasma sheet of
the magnetotail which are, in turn, associated with magnetospheric sub-
storms. BBFs are rapid earthward-moving plasma tubes resulting from the
reconnection during substorm activity. BBFs are known to embody helical
magnetic structures similar to plasmoid-like flux ropes. This led to the hy-
pothesis about multiple reconnection X-lines generated at 20–30 RE, i.e.,
in the region of the near-Earth neutral line. MHD simulations of multiple
X-line reconnection show that flux ropes can be released in both directions
from the same region (Treumann and Baumjohann, 2013).
The identification of BBF-type flux ropes is complicated by their obser-
vational similarity to diplorization fronts (DFs), which are a typical obser-
vational feature of BBFs. DFs are earthward-moving bipolar magnetic-field
configurations which are a signature of contraction of magnetospheric field
lines after the release of the tailward plasmoid. When contracting the mag-
netospheric magnetic field becomes more dipolar. There were suggestions
that BBF-type moving flux ropes dissipate or deteriorate while traveling
towards the Earth (Slavin et al., 2003; Ohtani et al., 2004) due to process
of further reconnection, so that the remnants of deteriorated flux ropes are
identified in situ as DFs.
2.3 Global picture
In this section the role of solar and magnetospheric flux ropes in space
weather is presented in a global scale, i.e., it is demonstrated that both
phenomena resemble Sun–Earth connection in one dynamical process. The
objectives of this thesis are outlined in the context of global space weather.
As it was mentioned earlier, CMEs are the drivers of the strongest mag-
netospheric storms. However, the geoeﬀectiveness of a given CME depends
on a number of parameters. Most CMEs happen close to the boundaries
of coronal holes or they arise from the streamers. The coordinates of the
CME source-region is a rough proxy for its initial direction of propagation.
A CME closer to the center of the visible solar disk has more chances to hit
the Earth and thus to be geoeﬃcient then CMEs erupting close to the solar
limb. However, Wang et al. (2004) in a statistical study of 69 halo CMEs
observed by Large Angle and Spectrometric COronagraph (LASCO; Brueck-
ner et al., 1995) coronagraph onboard SOHO during 1996–2002 showed that
the longitudinal distribution of the sources of geoeﬃcient CMEs reveals
west-east asymmetry, i.e., most of the geoeﬃcient CMEs erupted from the
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western part of the solar disk. The authors suggested that such an asym-
metry is related to the average transit-speed of the CMEs they used in the
study. The analysis showed that for the very slow CMEs the distribution
shifts to the east while the faster the CMEs are, the more westward is their
distribution. Assuming that CMEs move along radial directions right after
eruption, these results imply that CMEs experience longitudinal deflection
during their propagation through the interplanetary space.
MacQueen et al. (1986) reported that during solar minimum CMEs ex-
perience latitudinal deflection towards the solar equatorial plane by about
two degrees from 2 R⊙ (solar radii) to 4 R⊙. As was later found by Cre-
mades et al. (2006), the deviation of CMEs with respect to their source
regions is always equatorward during solar minimum, while deflections to
higher latitudes are also frequent during solar maximum.
The geoeﬀectiveness of a CME is dependent on whether it hits/misses
the Earth in the first place. But according to the latter observations we
cannot be sure about this even for CMEs ejected from the center of the solar
disk or from the limb due to the possibility of longitudinal and latitudinal
deflections.
The energy input into the magnetosphere is controlled by the inter-
planetary electric field V × B. The magnetospheric response to the solar
wind conditions can be assessed using the disturbance storm time (Dst)
index, which is a measure of the strength of the ring current (Singer, 1958)
around the Earth. Burton et al. (1975) demonstrated that the Dst in-
dex can be predicted from the solar wind parameters, so that the energy
is injected into the ring current at a rate proportional to the amount of
the convected southward Bz, i.e., dawn-dusk interplanetary electric field,
and decays at a steady rate. The magnetic structures in the solar wind
carrying a southward Bz component of magnetic field cause the strongest
disturbances to the magnetosphere of the Earth, since southward Bz trig-
gers the intense reconnection on the dayside magnetopause. Hence, intense
and smoothly changing magnetic fields carried with MCs often cause mag-
netic disturbances in the magnetosphere. However, the geoeﬀectiveness of
a MC depends on the orientation and helicity of the flux rope embedded
into it, since it aﬀects the strength and rotation of the Bz component of the
magnetic field (Kilpua et al., 2012). MCs are often categorized according
to their magnetic field rotations (Bothmer and Rust, 2013). Mulligan et al.
(1998) outlined eight MC categories reflecting possible embedded flux rope
orientations and helicities: SEN, SWN, NES, NWS, WNE, ESW, ENW
and WSE, where e.g. SEN means that magnetic field measured in situ
rotates from the south at the front edge to the east at the center and to the
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north at the rear edge. However, flux-rope orientation at 1 AU does not
always correspond to the orientation of the associated CME at the moment
it was ejected into interplanetary space. Vourlidas et al. (2011) presented
an example of a CME which experienced rotation in the inner heliosphere.
Yurchyshyn et al. (2007), in a study of 25 CME–ICME pairs, concluded
that about one-third of halo CMEs experience rotation of more than 45◦
during their propagation from the Sun to the Earth. Hence, the category
of MC associated with ICME cannot be reliably defined only by EUV or
white-light observations of related CME close to the Sun, since it can evolve
during its propagation.
The dynamic pressure of the solar wind was shown to play a role in
shaping the magnetosphere (Shue et al., 1997, 1998), so that faster ICMEs
can be expected to have higher geoﬀectiveness. During the propagation of
ICME through the interplanetary space its speed evolves too. The change of
the ICME speed is believed to be caused by drag, i.e., interaction between
the ICME and the background solar wind, which continuously reduces the
diﬀerence in their velocities. If the background solar wind is not uniform but
structured, i.e., consists of streams of diﬀerent velocities, which is often the
case during solar maximum, then the ICME can also experience distortion
due to diﬀerent intensities of drag in diﬀerent parts of the ICME (Savani
et al., 2010).
To recap, after the CME eruption the associated ICME can experience
longitudinal and latitudinal deflections, rotations, drag and distortions.
There is no reliable way to determine in advance whether a given CME
is geoeﬀective since its properties can change severely while it propagates
through the interplanetary space. Two of the objectives of this thesis are
to study the evolution of ICMEs in the interplanetary space and to study
how diﬀerent parts of CMEs relate to the registered MCs at 1 AU. Such a
knowledge will further improve our space-weather forecasting tools.
Let us consider a case when an ICME turned out to be geoeﬀective,
i.e., it hit the magnetosphere of the Earth and was oriented in such a way
that it provided strong southward component of the magnetic field Bz and,
hence, triggered reconnection on the dayside magnetopause. Reconnected
magnetic-field lines are convected to the magnetotail, thus piling up mag-
netic flux in that region. The excess magnetic flux is released from the
magnetosphere via an explosive process, known as substorm. During a
substorm magnetic-field lines of the magnetotail get reconnected and part
of them are shot tailward from the magnetosphere in form of plasmoid.
Magnetospheric tail at the same time rapidly shrinks earthwards thus dipo-
larizing the magnetosphere. Sometimes the reconnection in the near tail
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is triggered in several reconnection X-lines, which is known as multiple X-
line reconnection. Helical structures can form between the X-lines and be
captured by earthward contraction of the magnetotail, which means that
plasmoid-like structures as a side product of substorm dynamics can be
registered traveling not only tailward but also earthward. Eventually the
X-lines are displaced by the main reconnection line due to merging of X-
lines or release of plasmoids. Both tailward and earthward plasmoids often
carry strong core field which makes flux-rope explanation of their struc-
ture reasonable. Earthward-traveling flux ropes were registered earlier at
tailward distances of 15–30 RE but despite the presence of spacecraft at
XGSM < −15 RE there are no reliable observations of flux ropes in that
region. The latter leads us to a hypothesis that earthward-traveling flux
ropes could be deteriorated on their way due to reconnection process. The
analysis of the evolution of both tailward- and earthward-traveling flux
ropes will improve our understanding of the magnetospheric response to
solar activity and, hence, of substorm dynamics.
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Chapter 3
Flux rope models
Flux ropes can be observed both in the interplanetary and magnetospheric
plasmas and are prominent features of space weather. However, their im-
pact on space weather is dependent on their morphological and physical
properties, such as orientation, geometry, direction and speed of propa-
gation, magnetic structure, and plasma parameters. White-light observa-
tions provide two-dimensional (2D) pictures of the solar corona and struc-
tures therein, while in-situ measurements of these structures reveal one-
dimensional (1D) cuts through them (Figure 3.1). To get information about
the flux rope as a global structure certain assumptions need to be made,
i.e., certain flux-rope models are required. In this chapter both white-light
and in-situ flux-rope modeling techniques are briefly reviewed, while mod-
els that are essential for the study presented in this thesis are described in
more detail.
Figure 3.1: A scheme of white-light and in-situ observations of an ICME.
Adapted from Paper III.
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3.1 Models based on white-light observations
White-light coronagraph observations of CMEs are 2D images of these
structures. The launch of STEREO in addition to SOHO made it possi-
ble to observe the same structures in stereoscopic view using three corona-
graphs. There are three coronagraphs on board SOHO with fields of view of
1.1–3 R⊙ (C1), 2.2–6 R⊙ (C2) and 3.5–30 R⊙ (C3), part of the Large Angle
and Spectrometric COronagraph (LASCO; Brueckner et al., 1995) experi-
ment, and two coronagraphs on board each of the two STEREO spacecraft
with fields of view of 1.5–4 R⊙ (COR1) and 2.5–15 R⊙ (COR2), part of
Sun Earth Connection Coronal and Heliospheric Investigation (SECCHI;
Howard et al., 2008) experiment. The SECCHI package also includes he-
liospheric imagers (HI-1 and HI-2) with total field of view of 12–318 R⊙.
However, reconstruction of a three-dimensional (3D) structure using
2D observations from even three points of view is a problem which has no
unique solution. To obtain a unique solution some assumptions have to
be made. Based on the nature of required assumptions three categories of
reconstruction methods can be distinguished: inverse methods (Frazin and
Janzen, 2002; Jackson et al., 2006), triangulation methods (Liewer et al.,
2011) and forward modeling (Fisher and Munro, 1984; Thernisien et al.,
2009), all of which use various assumptions and simplifications. Inverse
methods assume that reconstructed structures evolve slowly, which, gener-
ally speaking, does not apply to explosive processes like CME eruptions.
Triangulation methods assume that same features of the structure can be
localized from diﬀerent points of view, which is a strong assumption in
the case of an optically thin solar corona. Forward modeling introduces a
predefined model of electron density distribution of the structure with sev-
eral free parameters that control the shape of the reconstructed structure.
Combinations of these three approaches are also known (Antunes et al.,
2009).
A large amount of coronagraph data gathered by LASCO since 1996
showed that at least about a half of CME observations can be explained in
terms of flux-rope or flux-tube structures (Vourlidas et al., 2012). Hence,
limitations on the choice of the geometrical shape of the CME model can
be made, which makes it reasonable to use forward modeling for estimation
of geometrical properties of CMEs. The graduated cylindrical shell, a.k.a.
hollow-croissant model (Thernisien et al., 2006, 2009), resembles a flux-
rope-like structure and was successfully applied for forward modeling of
flux-rope CMEs (Figure 3.2). The output of the model includes orientation
of the flux rope, its tilt, height and angular size.
Coronagraphs provide observations for heliocentric heights up to 30 R⊙.
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Figure 3.2: An example of forward modeling of a CME observed on 4
November 2011. Adapted from Paper III.
However, the STEREO spacecraft have heliospheric imagers (HI) onboard
which provide white-light observations for up to 318 R⊙. Time-elongation
plots, a.k.a. j-maps (Davies et al., 2009), allow to track the front of the
analyzed structure in HI images. By making certain assumptions about
the shape of the CME-front its direction of propagation and speed can be
estimated. Harmonic mean (HM) method, for instance, assumes the CME-
front to be spherical, thus eliminating the projection eﬀect to some extent
(Lugaz et al., 2009). The model introduced by Davies et al. (2013) improves
the HM method further, suggesting that the CME front can be described
by a self-similarly expanding circle. Both models were successfully applied
for predicting the arrival times of ICMEs (Mo¨stl et al., 2011; Mo¨stl and
Davies, 2013).
3.2 Models based on in-situ measurements
This group of models provides estimates of local and some global param-
eters of flux ropes using 1D measurements provided by a spacecraft that
encountered the analyzed structure. The main output parameters of such
models are the local orientation of a flux rope, i.e., invariant axis direc-
tion, and magnetic field configuration of the flux-rope cross-section. A
large fraction of flux rope models are based on assumptions about their
morphology and magnetic structure in the vicinity of the spacecraft tra-
jectory, a.k.a. flux-rope fitting models. Examples of such models include
the cylinder model by Lepping et al. (1990), cylinder and torus models
by Marubashi and Lepping (2007), the elliptical model by Hidalgo et al.
(2002), etc. Some flux-rope fitting models rely on force-free assumption,
which states that there is no component of the current density (J) perpen-
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Figure 3.3: Grad-Shafranov reconstruction of the MC registered on 7
November 2008 by STEREO-A. Residual map (a) visualizes the search for
the optimal invariant axis direction. The white dot marks the direction of
the minimal residue R˜, the black cross marks the invariant axis estimated
with minimum variance analysis (MVA). The magnetic field map (b) shows
the reconstructed cross-section of the flux rope. The black arrows show pro-
jected in-situ measurements of magnetic field. Black contour lines are the
equipotential lines. The white contour is the boundary of the unperturbed
part of the flux rope. The RTN coordinate system is projected as XRTN
(cyan), YRTN (magenta) and ZRTN (yellow). Adapted from Paper I.
dicular to the magnetic field (B), i.e., J × B = 0, and as a consequence,
the current density is directly proportional to the magnetic field, J = αB.
Some fitting models take into account self-similar flux-rope expansion (Far-
rugia et al., 1993; Hidalgo, 2003; Marubashi and Lepping, 2007).
A completely diﬀerent approach is utilized in Grad-Shafranov recon-
struction (GSR; Hu and Sonnerup, 2002; Mo¨stl et al., 2009b; Paper I),
another widely used flux rope modeling technique. Compared to flux-rope
fitting models, GSR lacks some of their shortcomings:
• GSR does not make assumptions about the density distribution of
the modeled structure and thus does not put strong limitations on
the geometrical shape of the reconstructed flux-rope cross-section.
• Flux-rope boundary is an output parameter of the technique, not an
input parameter as in flux-rope fitting models.
As any model, GSR relies on a number of assumptions. The recon-
structed structure is assumed to be in magnetohydrostatic equilibrium.
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Magnetic field is assumed to have translation symmetry with respect to
the invariant axis direction, i.e., the flux rope has a local 2.5-dimensional
structure. The reconstruction is carried in the deHoﬀmann–Teller (HT)
frame, in which the electric field vanishes and thus the magnetic structure
can be treated as time-stationary. Under these assumptions a helical struc-
ture with the invariant axis along zˆ in magnetohydrostatic equilibrium can
be expressed with the Grad-Shafranov equation:
∂2A
∂x2
+
∂2A
∂y2
= −µ0 d
dA
(
p+
B2z
2µ0
)
, (3.1)
where A = A(x, y)zˆ is the magnetic vector potential, and the magnetic
field vector is B = [∂A/∂y,−∂A/∂x,Bz(A)]. The plasma pressure (p), the
axial component of magnetic field (Bz) and thus the transverse pressure
(Pt = p+B2z/2µ0) are functions of A alone.
The determination of the invariant axis is based on the assumption of
constant transverse pressure on each equipotential (A(x, y) = const) line.
According to this assumption, when the spacecraft trajectory crosses the
same helical equipotential line twice (during its motion towards and away
from the core of the flux rope) it will register the same readings of the
transverse pressure twice thus forming a two-branched Pt(A) curve. The
search for optimal invariant axis is performed by trial and error. For each
test direction magnetic field data are projected on the plane perpendic-
ular to the test axis and the residual between the branches of the Pt(A)
curve is calculated. The direction with minimal residual is the optimal
invariant axis direction (Hu and Sonnerup, 2002). Combined residual was
presented in Paper I, which takes into account the length of the branches
of Pt(A) giving preference to the longer ones. It was demonstrated that
combined residual maps filter out most of the false invariant axis directions
compared to ordinary residual maps. The map of the magnetic field at the
flux-rope cross-section perpendicular to the optimal invariant axis direction
is reconstructed thereafter by numerical integration of the Grad-Shafranov
equation (3.1). In-situ spacecraft measurements are used as an input to
the integration procedure. Each next stripe of the cross-section maps is
obtained by integrating the previous one. Such recursive process inevitably
leads to increasing numerical errors. In Paper I an improvement to the
numerical integration procedure was introduced which decreased the nu-
merical errors.
One more advantage of GSR over the flux rope fitting models was
demonstrated in Paper I. Since the flux rope boundary is the output pa-
rameter of the technique, i.e., it is defined by the value of vector potential
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(A) for which the branches of Pt(A) curve no longer coincide, GSR is capa-
ble of estimating the boundaries of the unperturbed part of the flux rope.
For instance, if a solar flux rope is followed by the fast solar wind, its rear
part will get deformed. While flux rope fitting models will treat such a
flux rope as an idealized non-deformed structure, GSR technique makes it
possible to allocate the inner non-deformed part of the flux rope and apply
reconstruction procedure to that region only. Hu et al. (2004) demonstrated
that GSR is also capable of reconstructing MCs with multiple flux ropes
embedded.
Flux rope fitting techniques and GSR are subject to errors, which are
hard to estimate since in-situ spacecraft measurements provide only 1D
cuts through the analyzed structures. Comparison of diﬀerent models when
applied to the same set of events shows that often they provide substantially
diﬀerent results (Al-Haddad et al., 2013). This finding doesn’t lead us to
the error assessment of the flux rope models but shows that they require
some independent benchmarking, i.e., the fact that one model provides
results diﬀerent from the other doesn’t say anything about validity of each.
Riley et al. (2004) used several flux-rope fitting models and GSR to analyze
MHD-simulated flux rope in 2D case. They found that for larger impact
parameters all models demonstrate larger errors. Particularly, the typical
error of GSR for invariant axis determination is in the range of 5–25 degrees.
Chapter 4
Internal structure of ICMEs
Early coronagraph observations of CMEs quickly revealed the three-part
configuration of these structures (Illing and Hundhausen, 1985), where
three compound parts in white-light are a bright loop followed by dark
cavity and a bright core (Figure 2.2). Hundhausen (1987) concluded that
a CME is driven by the cavity rather than the core. Vourlidas et al. (2012)
updated the three-part definition of a CME to a five-part structure, which
included a faint loop and a wide region of diﬀuse emission preceding the
bright loop of a CME (Figure 4.1). The faint loop is believed to be a
signature of a CME-driven shock wave and the diﬀusive emission region
represents the associated density compression. The flux rope embedded
into the CME is represented by the dark cavity in white-light observations
(Mo¨stl et al., 2009c). The bright loop represents the hot material piled up
by the flux rope. The bright core represents the prominence, at least in the
case of pre-existing flux rope (a hypothesis supported by the recent SDO
observations of a flux rope formation, Figure 2.5). The described concept of
five-part CME-structure is also supported by MHD-simulations (Vourlidas
et al., 2012).
In-situ observations show that ICMEs are complex multipart structures.
However, it is not completely clear how diﬀerent regions of ICMEs are
related to the compound parts of the five-part CMEs. Cane and Richardson
(2003) and Richardson and Cane (2010) conducted statistical studies of
ICMEs registered at 1 AU during solar cycle 23 from 1996 to 2009. They
found that the boundaries of ICMEs determined using charge state and
composition data may deviate significantly from the boundaries determined
using conventional magnetic-field and plasma signatures (Lepping et al.,
2006) and MCs are often registered as substructures of ICMEs. This means
that plasma that has been processed and heated near the Sun is not confined
to the flux-rope structures. The latter led to the suggestion about three-
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Figure 4.1: An example of a CME with a distinctive five-part configuration
observed by LASCO C2 on 5 January 2005. The same image is presented
with lower (left) and higher (right) contrast ratios to reveal the five-part
structure. Adapted from Vourlidas et al. (2012).
part structure of ICMEs (Paper II), where the compound parts are the
front region, MC and rear region. Fast ICMEs also drive a shock and sheath
region in front of them. However, the relation of the five outlined regions
routinely observed in situ to the regions of five-part CMEs observed in
white-light is not particularly clear. For instance, it is not clear whether
the formation of the front and rear parts of ICMEs happens during the
eruption or on the way to 1 AU due to interaction with the solar wind and
embedded magnetic structures therein.
In Paper II a statistical study of the events observed in situ from 1996
to 2009 where ICME and MC boundaries either coincided or diﬀered signifi-
cantly was carried out. The events used for the study were selected from the
Wind MC list and ICME list by Richardson and Cane (2010) (ACE ICME
list). MC boundaries were defined by magnetic field and plasma signatures
while the estimation of ICME boundaries took into account the charge state
and composition of the solar wind, distribution of suprathermal electrons
and energetic-particles measurements. It was found that the events with
matching ICME and MC boundaries happen mostly near the solar mini-
mum, while the events with significant mismatch between the boundaries,
i.e., three-part ICMEs, are mostly observed during the period of maximum
solar activity. The latter might be caused by the fact that during solar
maximum CMEs happen more often and thus the chances of CME–CME
interaction are higher. CMEs also tend to be more impulsive and originate
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Figure 4.2: Average parameters measured in sheath, front region, MC and
rear region of three-part ICMEs. The presented parameters are averages
of (a) magnetic field, (b) solar wind speed, (c) expansion speed, (d) proton
density, (e) proton temperature, (f) O+7/O+6 ratio, (g) iron charge state
and (h) He/p ratio. Adapted from Paper II.
from the regions with complex magnetic topology during solar maximum
and are more likely to be distorted due to reconnection with magnetic field
lines from those regions. The sheath region, MC and the front and rear
regions have distinct plasma, magnetic field and compositional and charge
state characteristics (Figure 4.2). The sheath region contains the most
compressed plasma and strongest magnetic field, which is explained by the
pile-up of the hot material in front of the fast ICMEs. Within the ICME
the front region is the most compressed and embeds strongest magnetic
field for the same reason. The rear region, on the contrary, is the least
compressed and has weaker magnetic field. The ICME expansion is the
fastest in the MC, is slower in the rear region and the slowest in the front
region. The charge state composition of plasma is determined within a few
R⊙ from the Sun and does not change after that, which suggests that front
region, MC, and rear region of ICMEs originate from diﬀerent regions near
the Sun or result from diﬀerent physical processes during or shortly after
the eruption.
Since GSR is capable of estimating the boundaries of unperturbed flux
rope within a MC, it was used in Paper II for further analysis. Flux rope
boundaries were always found to be confined within the observationally
defined MC boundaries, but for some events a significant mismatch was
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found. Depending on particular events, such mismatches can be explained
by existence of magnetic substructures within the MC (Andreeova et al.,
2013), distortion due CME–CME interaction or erosion of the flux rope. It
is suggested that unperturbed part of the flux rope corresponds to the dark
cavity and the front region of the ICME corresponds to the bright loop in
white-light images. The sheath region forms during the propagation of the
ICME through the interplanetary space and is confined within the region
of diﬀuse emission in white-light images. The rear region of the ICME
is associated with the stretching of magnetic-field lines by the outward
moving CME and continuing ejection from the source region and does not
have clear signatures in the white-light observations.
Due to the compressed nature of sheath regions it is an important factor
to be taken into account when considering the geoeﬀectiveness of an ICME.
In fact, many strong geomagnetic storms are driven by the sheath region
but not the MC (Tsurutani et al., 1988; Huttunen et al., 2002a). Since
the magnetic field in the front region of the three-part ICME is typically
more compressed than in the MC, and thus stronger, it can potentially be
a driver for geomagnetic storms as well.
Chapter 5
Evolution of solar flux ropes
Flux-rope evolution is defined by the processes that change its geometrical
and morphological properties, which include deflection, rotation, expansion
and distortion. The CME evolution is associated with its interaction with
the magnetic field of the Sun and with the background solar wind and/or
surrounding magnetic structures embedded in the solar wind. The evolu-
tion of a flux rope embedded into ICME can change its geoeﬀectiveness.
The change of the direction of propagation of the ICME is the first
important aspect of its evolution. Gopalswamy et al. (2009) presented a
number of driverless shocks that were registered in situ at 1 AU and are
associated with the CMEs that originated from the central solar meridian.
The authors suggested that such a configuration is possible if the analyzed
CMEs experienced deflection from the Sun–Earth line. The deflection can
be caused by kinematic interaction of CMEs with nearby coronal holes. On
the other hand, some limb CMEs are known to be geoeﬀective (Huttunen
et al., 2002a; Cid et al., 2012). According to Gopalswamy et al. (2008)
about 9 % of large geomagnetic storms are caused by limb CMEs, which is
explained by deflections too. The number of geoeﬀective CMEs originat-
ing from the western hemisphere is larger by 57 % compared to the ones
originating from the eastern hemisphere, i.e., the east–west distribution of
the sources of geoeﬀective CMEs is asymmetric (Wang et al., 2002). Tak-
ing into account that most of the geoeﬀective CMEs are the fast ones, it
led to the suggestion that longitudinal deflection depends on CME prop-
agation velocity. Wang et al. (2004) introduced a kinetic model of CME
propagation, which explained longitudinal deflection by the magnetic inter-
action of the CME with Parker-spiral-structured solar wind (Figure 5.1).
According to that model, slow CMEs are pushed by faster solar wind thus
they are influenced by a westward component of force while fast CMEs
are blocked by slower solar wind thus they are influenced by an eastward
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Figure 5.1: Interaction of a slow (left) and fast (right) CME with Parker-
spiral-structured solar wind. Adapted from Paper III.
component of force. The pushing force is caused by the increased mag-
netic pressure. However, the increase of magnetic pressure is dependent
on the speed diﬀerence between the CME and background solar wind and,
hence, a simple kinetic description of this eﬀect becomes possible. It is well
known that CMEs also experience latitudinal deflection towards the solar
equator (MacQueen et al., 1986). Most of the CMEs for which latitudinal
deflection was detected were observed close to the solar minimum (Plun-
kett et al., 2001; Cremades et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2011). Shen et al.
(2011) explained the latitudinal deflections in the lower corona in a similar
way as Wang et al. (2004) explained the longitudinal deflections, i.e., the
deflection is caused by the compression of the background magnetic field,
which is, in turn, caused by the propagating CME itself.
CMEs are also known to experience rotation, which is also an impor-
tant factor when considering their geoeﬀectiveness. CME rotation alters
the orientation of the flux rope inside it. The flux rope orientation defines
the magnetic field rotation measured in the associated MC in situ and how
the MC will interact with the magnetosphere of the Earth. Yurchyshyn
et al. (2009) showed in a statistical study of 100 CMEs in the lower corona
that there is a slight preference in CME rotation toward the solar equato-
rial plane and the heliospheric current sheet (HCS). They suggested that
the rotation of CMEs is due to the presence of a heliospheric magnetic
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field. MHD simulations show that flux ropes created by flare reconnection
undergo strong rotation in the lower corona while propagating through the
first two R⊙ (Lynch et al., 2009). MHD models of preexisting flux ropes
reproduce the rotation due to kink instability as well (To¨ro¨k and Kliem,
2005). However, the rotation eﬀects in the lower corona are expected to
be dominated by larger-scale streamer-belt orientation or configuration of
coronal holes when the flux rope reaches heliospheric sizes due to self-similar
expansion. For instance, the rotation of a CME in the inner heliosphere
presented by Vourlidas et al. (2011) was suggested to be caused by in-
teraction with a fast stream. Yurchyshyn et al. (2007) showed that the
amount of CME rotation during its travel from the Sun to 1 AU can be
quite significant, reaching 45 degrees for one third of analyzed events.
The outlined studies tackled the problem using statistical analysis of
only one aspect of flux-rope evolution, i.e., only deflection or only rotation.
Such an approach inevitably leads to errors in the analysis since diﬀerent
aspects of flux-rope evolution are nested together and cannot be studied
apart, i.e., if we completely neglect deflection and study only rotation of
a flux rope we will introduce unpredictable errors to our analysis. A more
general approach was presented in Paper III and later improved in Pa-
per IV. In this approach, the ejected flux rope is treated as a 3D object
right from the moment of its eruption. The deflections and rotations of
this 3D object are analyzed simultaneously. The flux rope is described by
the hollow-croissant model with self-similar expansion (Thernisien et al.,
2009). The method uses EUV and white-light observations from SOHO
and STEREO and in-situ measurements at 1 AU fromWind and STEREO
spacecraft. Flux-rope orientation near the Sun is estimated by determining
the tilt of the associated post-eruption arcades or eruptive prominences.
The flare model (Figure 2.4) predicts the formation of ribbons underneath
and parallel to the axis of the erupting flux rope. Prominence eruptions
are related to CMEs in such a way that the erupting filament becomes the
bright core of the CME (Gopalswamy et al., 2003). In the range of 2–30 R⊙
coronagraph observations are used. By combining white-light observations
of the same flux rope from diﬀerent view angles, we take advantage of 3D
forward modeling to obtain its geometrical parameters. After that the flux
rope is propagated through the MHD-simulated background solar wind.
During the propagation the flux rope is assumed to expand self-similarly
while retaining the shape described by the hollow-croissant model. The
distortions happening not in a self-similar way, e.g., caused by the diﬀer-
ential drag, are neglected. The local orientation of the flux rope at 1 AU,
estimated with GSR of the associated MC, is used as a constraint for the
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propagation technique. To recap, the technique allows to deduce the flux-
rope orientation at 1–2 R⊙ using EUV observations, from 2 to 30 R⊙ using
coronagraph observations and at 1 AU using a flux rope propagation tech-
nique and in-situ measurements.
14 CMEs with clear in-situ and white-light signatures of flux-ropes reg-
istered during the decay of Solar Cycle 23 and rise of Solar Cycle 24 were
analyzed in Paper III and Paper IV using the state-of-the-art approach.
Flux-rope deflections and rotations were studied. We defined latitudinal
and longitudinal deflections as the changes of the orientation of the central
axis of the flux rope described with the hollow-croissant model. The rota-
tion was defined as the rotation angle of the flux rope around its central
axis. The analysis was carried out in the Stonyhurst coordinate system
(Thompson, 2006) .The origin of the Stonyhurst coordinate system is at
the intersection of the solar equator and the central meridian as seen from
Earth. The latitude angle θ increases towards solar North, and the longi-
tude angle φ increases towards the solar West limb. The total latitudinal
deflections experienced by flux ropes from the Sun to 1 AU ranged from
20◦ to 49◦, the total longitudinal deflections ranged from −28◦ to 14◦, and
the total rotations ranged from 4◦ to 164◦. The geometrical evolution of
flux ropes was found to be a continuous process happening not only in the
lower corona but in the inner heliosphere as well. The flux-rope evolution
is the most intense in the lower corona with 41 % of total rotation and
48 % of total deflection happening during the first 3 % (≈ 5 R⊙) of the
path from the Sun to 1 AU. About 60 % of the geometrical evolution hap-
pens within the first 30 R⊙. However, a significant part of deflections and
rotation, 40 %, occurs between 30 R⊙ and 1 AU, i.e., outside the current
coronagraphs’ field of view.
It was confirmed in Paper III and Paper IV that flux ropes tend to
deflect towards the solar equatorial plane at least during the solar minimum
conditions (see Figure 5.2). The studied flux ropes fell within the range of
latitudes of [−42◦; 50◦] close to the Sun. The range shrank to [−22◦; 20◦] at
≈ 18 R⊙. Finally, at 1 AU the flux ropes’ directions fell within the range of
latitudes of [−10◦; 8◦]. For some of the events the direction of longitudinal
deflection changed on the way to 1 AU, i.e., changed from westward to
eastward or vice versa (e.g., #2, #3, #7 in Figure 5.2). Such behavior
can be caused by structural variability of the solar wind, e.g., the flux rope
moved in the fast solar wind and then entered an area with slower solar
wind.
In Paper IV it was noted that during low solar-activity periods the
analyzed flux ropes tend to stay close to the HCS during their propaga-
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Figure 5.2: Latitudinal and longitudinal deflections of 14 flux ropes ana-
lyzed in Paper III and Paper IV (top) and distributions of latitudinal
deflections for diﬀerent heights (bottom). The markers represent the di-
rection of the vector from the Sun to the apex of the flux rope (as in
the hollow-croissant model) in Stonyhurst coordinates (Thompson, 2006).
Blue squares correspond to 1 – 2 R⊙, orange triangles correspond to 2 –
8 R⊙, green circles correspond to 8 – 30 R⊙, red diamonds correspond to
1 AU. Blue, orange, red, and green lines show latitudinal ranges for flux
rope orientation at respective heliocentric heights. Note that even though
a substantial part of flux-rope deflection happens in the lower corona, the
flux-ropes’ orientation continues to evolve in the inner heliosphere. Adapted
from Paper IV.
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Figure 5.3: Maps of the radial component of the background solar wind
(top three panels, color-coded), magnetic energy density (bottom panel,
color-coded, at diﬀerent solar radii). HCS is depicted by white dashed
curve. The orientation of a flux rope is represented by an ellipse. The
size of an ellipse corresponds to the angular size of a flux rope. The black
arrows show the approximate direction of momentum acting on flux ropes
due to magnetic energy density gradient. Upper three panels correspond
to the heights of 2 – 8 R⊙, 8 – 30 R⊙ and 1 AU, respectively. Bottom panels
show the magnetic energy density at 1 AU. Adapted from Paper IV.
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tion from the Sun to 1 AU but not always completely aligned with it. Two
examples of such events are presented in Figure 5.3. The colored longitude–
latitude maps show the radial component of solar wind velocity (top three
panels) and magnetic energy density (bottom panels) simulated usingMag-
netohydrodynamics Around a Sphere (MAS; Mikic´ et al., 1999; Linker et al.,
1999; Riley, 2007; Riley et al., 2011) MHD model. The maps are plotted
in Stonyhurst coordinates with [0◦, 0◦] corresponding to Sun–Earth direc-
tion. The background solar wind is rather uniform with respect to radial
velocity in the lower corona. However, further in the inner heliosphere
the structured configuration of the solar wind reveals itself. Slow solar
wind typically occupies the area in the vicinity of the HCS, and fast solar
wind occupies higher latitudes. Occasionally high-speed solar wind streams
protrude through the low-speed channel near the HCS. The analyzed flux
ropes are associated with slow CMEs with low propagation speed. Their
tendency to stay in the slow solar wind channel near the HCS is probably
caused by the reason that the speed diﬀerence between a flux rope and
the slow background solar wind is the lowest in that region. A flux rope
that travels with approximately the same speed as the background solar
wind does not initiate the pile-up of magnetic field lines anywhere around
it and thus does not create regions with increased magnetic pressure (see
Figure 5.1). The rotation of flux ropes that propagated through the slow
solar wind channel and their misalignment with local HCS was found to be
caused by the interaction with fast solar wind streams protruding through
the slow channel. It is demonstrated in Figure 5.3 how fast solar wind
streams provided a rotational momentum to the flux ropes. The lower
panels show that the fast solar wind streams create the zones of increased
magnetic energy density which might correspond to the pile-up of magnetic
field lines.
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Chapter 6
Evolution of magnetospheric flux
ropes
Plasmoids are known to be produced in association with substorms, when
a helical structure is generated between the near-Earth reconnection X-line
and the distant-tail neutral line (Figure 2.6). However, smaller magnetic
islands can form in the region of the pre-existing near-Earth neutral line.
These secondary magnetic islands, which can be explained in terms of flux
ropes, are known to travel both tailwards and earthwards after their gener-
ation and are formed in a multiple X-line reconnection configuration (Lee
(2013); Figure 6.1). One of the X-lines in this configuration is a dominant
one and will eventually outrun the others and will become the first one to
reconnect open magnetic field lines in the lobes of the magnetotail. This
X-line will become a major one in a sense of the NENL model. The average
location of the near-Earth neutral line was found to be XGSM = −30 RE
(Imber et al., 2011). The occurrence of the reconnection X-line closer to
the Earth is associated with increased solar wind velocity and enhanced
negative southward component of interplanetary magnetic field.
Geotail measurements in the near-tail revealed the presence of small
flux ropes in the plasma sheet traveling both earthwards and tailwards em-
bedded within high-speed plasma flows (Slavin et al., 2003). These two
types are referred to as BBF-type and plasmoid-type flux ropes, respec-
tively. The flux ropes create perturbations of the background magnetic
field while propagating through it, known as traveling compression regions
(TCRs). The 3D structure and orientation of the reconnection X-lines con-
figuration is closely related to the 3D structure and orientation of the flux
ropes. Imber et al. (2011) reported a strong east–west asymmetry in the
tailward flux ropes with more than 80 % being observed at YGSM > 0.
Earthward events were found to be asymmetric too becoming more sym-
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Figure 6.1: Formation of multiple X-lines and secondary magnetic islands
between them in the magnetotail in XGSM − ZGSM plane. Traveling com-
pression regions (TCRs) are the regions of compressed magnetic field cre-
ated by the propagating flux ropes. Adapted from Imber et al. (2011).
metric for XGSM > −18 RE.
It seems logical to suggest that a magnetospheric flux rope should be
locally oriented in such a way that its invariant axis is directed along YGSM
(Figure 6.1). However, spacecraft observations in the magnetotail show the
presence of the flux ropes tilted in the XGSM–YGSM plane (Kiehas et al.,
2012). The reason for the tilting of a flux rope could the progressive spread-
ing of the reconnection region along the east–west direction, leading to the
gradual formation of the flux rope. Another possible explanation is the
non-uniform reconnection with the open magnetic field lines at the ends of
the flux rope.
Multiple reconnection X-line configuration is a highly dynamic region,
i.e., the number of secondary X-lines in such a region is not constant and
can change due plasma instabilities. This means that series of flux ropes
can be released from the same region due to dynamic generation of new X-
lines. This configuration is also dynamic in a sense that the reconnection
region at the neutral sheet can move toward the boundary and the lobes
resulting in impulsive reconnection. The typical signature of impulsive re-
connection is the gradual increase of the speed of sequentially released flux
ropes (Kiehas et al., 2012). The reason for this is the increase of the recon-
nection rate as the reconnection region moves from the neutral sheet to the
lobes, since the Alfve´n speed in the lobes is higher. A series of six sequential
tailward flux ropes was analyzed in Paper V. The flux ropes were released
during a period of one hour on 14 July 2010 and were registered in situ
by spacecraft P1 and P2 of the Acceleration, Reconnection, Turbulence and
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Figure 6.2: Relative orientations of the flux ropes in YGSM–ZGSM (top) and
XGSM–ZGSM (bottom planes). Green lines show the global orientations es-
timated with two-spacecraft timing analysis. Purple arrows resemble local
orientations of the invariant axes of the flux ropes. The dotted lines illus-
trate the inferred curvature. The light blue arrows indicate the flux rope
speed measured by the P2 spacecraft in units of Alfve´n speed VA. Adapted
from Paper V.
Electrodynamics of the Moon’s Interaction with the Sun (ARTEMIS; An-
gelopoulos, 2011) mission. The spatial separation of these spacecraft along
YGSM of over 10 RE during that period of the mission allowed to apply
two-spacecraft timing technique for estimation of the global orientation of
the flux ropes. The technique is based on the assumption that the front of
the propagating structure is flat and the velocity of its propagation along
XGSM is constant. The local orientation was estimated using GSR. The
estimated flux-rope orientations are depicted in Figure 6.2. The flux ropes
were most likely produced by the secondary instability. Both global timing
analysis and local GSR show that the flux ropes were consistently tilted in
the XGSM–YGSM plane. The first five structures exhibit an average tilt of
20◦ with the dusk-end leading. Such tilt is consistent with the growth of
the secondary instability along the −YGSM direction. The sixth event had
a larger tilt of 38◦, larger core field and larger cross-section. Taking into
account the change in the solar wind input and the start of a recovery phase
of a geomagnetic substorm, this event may correspond to the creation of a
new X-line or significant disruption of the existing X-line.
Though plasmoid-type flux ropes reflect the properties of the reconnec-
tion region they originate from, they are not magnetically connected to the
ionosphere. BBF-type flux ropes, on the other hand, are at least embedded
into the environment which can be magnetically mapped onto the iono-
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sphere. Amm et al. (2006) found that the mapping of both location and
direction of the earthward flux rope onto the ionosphere shows excellent
correspondence to a lens-shaped region of an auroral emission minimum.
This region embeds downward field-aligned current (FAC) area that moves
eastward with the speed close to the plasma bulk velocity measured in the
magnetosphere. This downward FAC area is balanced by the upward FAC
area moving westward. The authors speculate that FAC regions correspond
to the edges of the flux-rope legs in the direction of its central axis, where
the magnetic topology is not closed. Thus, the current generated in the
magnetotail during the substorm can close either through the ionosphere
or through the flux rope.
The in-situ measurements of magnetic field and plasma properties that
can be interpreted in terms of BBF-type flux ropes can be also explained
by other magnetic field configurations. South-to-north rotation of Bz com-
ponent of the magnetic field, known as dipolarization front (DF), is also
often interpreted as a transient profile of a remote X-line due to its tem-
poral change in the reconnection rate (Sergeev et al., 2005; Sitnov et al.,
2009). Sormakov and Sergeev (2008) suggested that bipolar variation of Bz
can be caused by the compression of the background magnetic field by a
reconnected magnetic tube moving earthward. The increase of the By com-
ponent of magnetic field in the middle of the DF, which might correspond
to the strong core field of the BBF-type flux rope, can also be explained as
a non-flux-rope type of magnetic field configuration. Shirataka et al. (2006)
demonstrated that MHD simulations of 3D reconnection in the presence of
the guide field By reproduce the typical signature of a DF, as well as the
increase of By in the middle of the DF. Hasegawa et al. (2007) conducted
GSR of those MHD simulations of 3D guide-field reconnection. The authors
concluded that flux-rope modeling techniques can reproduce a flux rope in
magnetic field setups without a flux rope. They also summed up a guideline
that can be used to distinguish 3D guide-field reconnection from flux ropes.
According to it, the signatures not typical for a flux rope are the presence
of the perpendicular velocity components remnant in the HT frame, which
indicate temporal variation of the structure, inconsistency in the HT veloc-
ity between diﬀerent spacecraft, when multiple spacecraft measurements
are available, and plasma pressure enhancement in the front part of the
structure. Mo¨stl et al. (2009a) conducted multi-spacecraft GSR analysis
of an earthward-propagating helical structure and used that guideline to
prove that the analyzed structure is indeed a flux rope.
While 3D guide-field reconnection is reproducible in MHD simulations,
it cannot serve as a general explanation for DFs. In this setup the enhance-
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Figure 6.3: Schematic representation of the flux-rope deterioration model.
Adapted from Paper VI.
ment of the By component of magnetic field in the middle of the structure
is always of the same sign as the cross-tail guide-field. However, there
was found no correlation between the core field of earthward-propagating
flux-rope-like structures and the direction of the background By field (Borg
et al., 2012). This means that it is equally possible for the core field to
be co-directional or anti-directional to the cross-tail background magnetic
field, and thus for a large fraction of DF events the 3D guide-field recon-
nection hypothesis is not applicable.
Positive-to-negative bipolar Bz profile is a typical feature of tailward
DFs. On the other hand, the superposed analysis of Bz profiles of earth-
ward DFs revealed that Bz has a dip but rarely goes negative before the
following enhancement (Ohtani et al., 2004). The ratio of DF with neg-
ative Bz gets smaller closer to the Earth. However, Bz should be in-
evitably negative at the leading edge of the earthward-propagating flux
rope. Slavin et al. (2003) found that for BBF-type flux ropes the north-
ward magnetic flux exceeds the southward magnetic flux, although they
are ideally considered to balance. The authors suggested that southward
magnetic flux dissipates as it pushes against the northward geomagnetic
field in the near-Earth region. Based on that assumption a model of dete-
rioration of earthward-propagating flux ropes was presented in Paper VI.
According to the model, the flux rope gets continuously peeled oﬀ while
traveling towards the Earth due to reconnection with geomagnetic field that
it pushes through. This process creates a region of weak magnetic field and
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thus decreases the southward magnetic flux at the front edge of the flux
rope. At the same time the compression of magnetic tubes behind the flux
rope increases the northward magnetic field and thus northward magnetic
flux. A number of earthward-propagating flux-rope-candidate events mea-
sured by the Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during
Substorms (THEMIS; Angelopoulos, 2008) spacecraft at tailward distances
of −18 RE to −7 RE were studied in Paper VI using GSR analysis. The
combined residual coeﬃcients for the optimal invariant axes were used as
a measure of the flux-rope distortion level. It was found that the events
registered closer to the Earth can be represented by flux ropes with smaller
cross-section and of higher level of distortion, which was interpreted as a
result of flux-rope deterioration. Thus, it is possible that the decrease of
Bz observed prior to some DFs may be a remnant feature of the flux ropes.
The idea of flux-rope deterioration is also supported by the fact that clear
BBF-type flux ropes are often registered in the mid-tail around −30 RE
but rarely closer to the Earth.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and outlook
In this thesis, solar and magnetospheric magnetic flux ropes have been
studied in the context of space weather. The goal of the project was to
improve our understanding of the Sun–Earth connection and get an insight
into the role of helical magnetic structures and their dynamics in this con-
nection. This thesis contributes both to the improvement of the flux rope
analysis techniques as well as conducts a comprehensive analysis of solar
and magnetospheric flux ropes and their evolution.
In Paper I, GSR technique for the analysis of the flux ropes registered
in situ has been presented with a number of improvements. The presented
improvements reduce the ambiguity in the determination of the flux-rope
orientation and reduce the numerical errors of the reconstruction. It was
also suggested that MC boundaries given by GSR correspond to the unper-
turbed inner part of the flux rope. The improved GSR technique described
in Paper I was used in other papers included in this thesis.
GSR presented in Paper I and other flux-rope modeling techniques
still have to be thoroughly compared in order to determine the limits of
their validity. Riley et al. (2004) have made a first attempt of such a
study. The authors compared the output of diﬀerent flux rope models
against the results of one MHD simulation. However, they used MHD
simulation in 2D only and investigated only two extreme alternatives of
the synthetic-spacecraft trajectory through the simulated structure. The
author of this thesis is currently involved in a project that will provide a
more thorough comparison of diﬀerent flux rope models. That research will
involve 3D MHD simulations of fast and slow flux ropes and will deal with
many variants of spacecraft trajectories through them.
Paper II addressed the multipart structure of CMEs and their inter-
planetary counterparts. It was found that ICMEs measured in situ consist
of five parts: shock and sheath (for fast ICMEs), MC front region, MC
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and MC rear region. GSR was used to confirm that an unperturbed part
of the flux rope is contained inside the MC. Front and rear regions of MC
and MC itself contain physically diﬀerent plasma and thus originate from
diﬀerent regions near the Sun or from diﬀerent physical processes during
the eruption of the associated CME.
An extensive comparison of white-light and in-situ measurements is re-
quired to confirm the relation of the five-part ICME morphology presented
in Paper II to the five-part CME configuration outlined by Vourlidas et al.
(2012). Most of the extended rear MC region is associated with the stretch-
ing of magnetic-field lines, continuing ejection from the CME source and
erosion of the MC in the interplanetary space. Thus, there is no clear cor-
respondence of the rear MC region to the white-light CME observations.
A detailed study on the role of magnetic erosion in the forming of rear MC
regions is also required.
The 3D evolution of solar flux ropes embedded into CMEs and associ-
ated ICMEs was studied in Paper III and Paper IV. The methodology
for combining EUV, white-light and in-situ observations for understand-
ing the geometrical evolution of the flux ropes from the Sun to 1 AU was
developed in this series of papers. A number of solar flux ropes observed
during the decay of Solar Cycle 23 and the rise of the Solar Cycle 24, i.e.,
during the period of low solar activity, were investigated using the proposed
technique. It was demonstrated that the flux ropes experience significant
evolution during their propagation from the Sun to 1 AU and it has to be
taken into account for reliable space weather forecasting. It was confirmed
that flux ropes tend to deflect towards the solar equatorial plane. These
studies also showed that flux ropes tend to get approximately aligned lo-
cally with the HCS. However, it was found that their rotation is aﬀected by
the solar wind streams with the velocities significantly diﬀerent from the
velocity of the background solar wind. In Paper IV it was demonstrated
that 60 % of the geometrical evolution was estimated to happen within the
first 30 R⊙, which could be an attribute of fast flux-rope evolution near the
Sun and its slowing down in the inner heliosphere. The important outcome
of this thesis is the discovery that about 40 % of the flux rope evolution
happens between 30 R⊙ and 1 AU, i.e., outside the current coronagraphs’
field of view. The proposed scheme for the analysis of 3D evolution of the
flux ropes will be also valuable for comparing and interpreting the future
modeling results.
The technique presented in Paper III and Paper IV was used to
analyze several events during the minimum of solar activity. Similar anal-
ysis for CMEs registered during solar maximum is required and the au-
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thor is involved in such research. The presented technique needs also to
be adapted for the forecasting of the flux-rope evolution. The technique
in its current state relies on in-situ observations as a constraint for the
modeling procedure. To make it a fully functional forecasting tool this
constraint has to be removed. A possible way to achieve that is to extend
the kinetic interpretation of the interaction between the flux rope and the
Parker-spiral-structured solar wind, which was used for the estimation of
the longitudinal deflection, to 3D. In Paper IV it was demonstrated that
the pile-up of magnetic field lines is responsible not only for the deflection
but also for the rotation of the flux rope. Thus, an analytic description of
the pile-up of magnetic field lines around a 3D flux rope would allow to
remove the constraint and turn the technique into a forecasting tool.
Flux ropes registered in the magnetosphere are characteristic for the
substorms and hence are an important feature of space weather dynamics.
Paper V and Paper VI particularly focus on tailward-traveling plasmoid-
type flux ropes and earthward-traveling BBF-type flux ropes, respectively.
Both types of flux ropes result from the multi X-line reconnection in the
near-tail of the magnetosphere.
In Paper V, six flux ropes sequentially released tailward over a short
period of time were studied. Global and local orientations of the flux ropes
were estimated using global two-spacecraft timing technique and GSR, re-
spectively. It was found that five flux ropes were consistent in their tilt
in XGSM–YGSM plane, which may be a signature of the growth of the sec-
ondary instability along cross-tail direction. The sixth event was found
to have a larger tilt, larger cross-section and stronger core field. It was
suggested the sixth event corresponds to the creation of a new X-line or
significant disruption of the existing X-line, which can be initiated by the
change in the solar wind conditions between fifth and sixth events and the
start of a recovery phase of the substorm.
The model of BBF-type flux rope deterioration was proposed in Paper
VI. According to this model, an earthward-traveling flux rope is contin-
uously deteriorated due to the process of anti-reconnection with the geo-
magnetic field that it pushes through. It was suggested that some DFs
can be a signatures of highly deteriorated, almost annihilated, flux ropes.
Several flux-rope-like structures at tailward distances of −18 RE to −7 RE
were analyzed using GSR technique. Their distortion level was estimated
by residual coeﬃcients for the optimal invariant axes. It was found that the
events observed closer to the Earth have higher level of distortion, which
was interpreted as a result of deterioration.
The model of deterioration of BBF-type flux ropes proposed in Paper
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VI is yet to be confirmed. The author participates in a collaborative eﬀort
to compare the model against the particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations.
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